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REYKJAVIK'S GROUNDS FOR HOPE

REYKJAVIK'S GROUNDS FOR HOPE; A BASIS FOR
PROGRESS ON ARMS
By McGeorge Bundy, George F. Kennan, Robert S. McNamara and Gerard C. Smith; McGeorge Bundy was special assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs from 1961 to 1966. George F. Kennan was Ambassador to the Soviet Union and to Yugoslavia. Robert S. McNamara was
Secretary of Defense from 1961 to 1968. Gerard C. Smith was chief of the United States delegation to the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks from 1969
to 1972.

The Iceland summit meeting offers an opportunity for progress in the reduction of nuclear dangers
more promising than any since the imperfect effort for international control of atomic energy broke
down under Stalin's rejection 40 years ago. It also suggests that the aims of the two leaders are not
in such conflict as to be a solid block to agreement.

On the surface, the meeting produced first a picture of disappointing impasse and then a busy
public-relations campaign on both sides. In these efforts, both sides said things that do not help,
and it would be only too easy for both to slide back into the rhetoric that is such a fertile source of
resentment and mistrust. More sensibly, both sides have also spoken of real progress and
continued hope. We think there may be better reason for such hope than either side has yet set
forth.

The initial disappointment was predictable. Two years ago, the four of us wrote that there was a
radical incompatibility between arms control agreements and President Reagan's initial dream of a
leakproof strategic defense. We asserted that ''it is possible to reach good agreements, or possible to
insist on the Star Wars program as it stands, but wholly impossible to do both.'' This proposition
seems amply confirmed by Iceland. It should now be clear that the Soviet Government has no
intention of reaching major arms control agreements that reduce its strategic forces unless and
until it can get acceptable constraints on strategic defense.

But the Iceland encounter has deeper and more hopeful lessons. The Strategic Defense Initiative
has proved to be a powerful bargaining lever. If indeed the Soviet Government can have satisfactory
constraints on strategic defense, it seems ready to conclude agreements greatly reducing offensive
forces. From what has so far been revealed, it is impossible to pass final judgment on the possible
agreements - particularly on reductions of strategic warheads - that were so rapidly sketched out,
but we see no reason to doubt American reports that extraordinary progress was made, and much
of it by positive changes in Soviet positions.

In the end, all this was conditioned on a new strategic defense agreement that was not achieved.
But the very existence of the Strategic Defense Initiative created a new reality. If President Reagan
can find a way to reach agreement on that subject, he should be able to conclude a most important
and valuable set of arms control agreements. This necessarily raises the question whether the
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Iceland impasse on strategic defense is as much of an obstacle as it seems. Some of the events of the
meeting indicate that it is not.

What President Reagan really wants is not what Mikhail S. Gorbachev really fears. Mr. Gorbachev
fears what he now sees going forward: major new deployments of American offensive systems,
including thousands of hard-target killers, combined with a crash program to design, develop and
deploy a defensive shield that has the announced purpose of making his offensive missiles obsolete.
Iceland makes it clear again that Moscow's primary goal is to protect the Soviet Union against a
double deployment of offensive and defensive systems that might create a United States first-strike
capability.

But the double deployment the Russians fear is not at all what President Reagan has in his mind.
What he wants, passionately if somewhat simplistically, is to end the ballistic missile threat to
Americans, and he is entirely willing, as he showed in Iceland, to end the ballistic missile threat to
the Soviet Union at the same time. The President's dream includes no necessity for offensive
missiles, and the two men apparently agreed in principle that a world without such missiles would
be in the interest of both superpowers.

We suggest that President Reagan's central dream and Mr. Gorbachev's central fear are so different
that it may be possible to allay the fear without killing the dream. Both sides are willing to agree
that there need be no early strategic defense deployment. The proposals made in Iceland suggest
that the next decade should be used to make great reductions of ballistic missiles. As long as such
reductions continue, and are carried out in ways that meet the demanding requirements of
strategic stability, there is no good reason not to give offensive reductions a continuing priority in
time over defensive deployment. If sustained, this priority would give continuing assurance against
the genuinely threatening double deployment that Mr. Gorbachev fears and President Reagan does
not intend.

President Reagan has fears of his own. He fears secret Russian progress in all strategic capabilities,
and he warned on Tuesday against ''loopholes that would leave the West naked to a massive and
sudden Soviet buildup in offensive and defensive weapons.'' He should not be surprised that Soviet
leaders have a parallel fear. They fear our high technology. We fear their secrecy and deception.
Both fears may be exaggerated, but both are real. Offensive reductions will depend on reassurance
to both sides against the dangers of both offensive and defensive breakthroughs.

Another trouble here is confusion about what the Strategic Defense Initiative is designed to do.
President Reagan first spoke of a defense so strong that our people would be truly safe from Soviet
missile forces. Call that S.D.I.-1. But after three years of work, his managers and experts talk more
and more now of a defense only good enough to deter a Soviet first strike - really a defense of our
offensive deterrent, not our people. That is S.D.I.-2. In Iceland, President Reagan spoke of needing
a defense for ''insurance'' even after all American and Soviet offensive missiles have been
dismantled. That is apparently a quite different, ''minimal'' enterprise. Is it S.D.I.-3?

President Reagan first proposed the Strategic Defense Initiative because of the oppressive threat of
Soviet ballistic missiles. Largely because he proposed it, we now have a good prospect of dramatic
and continuing reductions in these missiles, balanced by reductions on our side that the President



clearly finds acceptable. What prevents those reductions is the failure of both sides to compromise
on defensive missiles, allowing strategic and technological exploration to go forward while
preventing activity closer to deployment as long as cutbacks in offensive missile forces continue. So
what we need now is a carefully bargained agreement that will let both sides reduce their grossly
excessive offensive arsenals. It will take time and thought, and it may be just as well that there was
no quick bargain in Iceland.

There is hard work ahead. It is much easier, for example, to cut the numbers of offensive missiles in
half than to go all the way to zero, and both sides in the end may need small remaining offensive
forces as general assurance against secret deployments by anyone. It is also much easier to call for
agreed long-term control of strategic defense than to state its proper terms.

Both sides should now look again at their opportunities and their fears. The Americans in
particular should take a hard look at the real record and prospects of the Strategic Defense
Initiative. A review by disinterested experts could help the President recognize the limits as well as
the strengths of this bargaining lever.

Our own belief is that the right contribution of what we have called S.D.I.-1 and S.D.I.-2 has been to
open the door to a much safer world in which neither one need ever be bought or built, while there
need be no bar to the kind of defensive research and readiness that we may always need for
insurance. As for S.D.I.-3, it can surely wait a little while.

The challenge of the Iceland meeting - and not for our side alone - is to rise above its frustration
and begin a determined search for the ways to fulfill its hope.

drawing
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